
"On Vacation is like an answering
machine for NeXTmail. Great little
utility, almost as fun as being On Vacation."
-Hal Fox-Palmer, MACadam Computers

"I use it every time I leave my
(NeXT)station. Wish I were On Vacation
more often."
-Meredith Huntington, Transamerica Corp.

"...keeps me from getting the same message
two, three, four times. Now the computer
tells them I’m away and that I’ll reply to
their e-mail when I get back. I can even
tell jokes when I’m On Vacation."
-Brian Dempster, CitiCorp

"It’s small, it’s easy, it’s quick. Just the
way I want it before I go On Vacation. I
especially like knowing that my secretary
is getting all my mail when I’m gone."
-Alexander Stewart, Southland Title Corp.

On Vacation is a small and simple
NEXTSTEP utility designed to configure
your computer to let people know you’re On

Vacation or away for an extended period of
time. On Vacation also allows you to forward
incoming messages to any valid e-mail address
and inform the orginal sender that someone
else will be responding to the mail.

 On Vacation will, upon receipt of the sender’s
message, respond with your reply message.
It will only issue your message to that sender
once in a 7-day period. Simply turn on
On Vacation, enter your reply message, hit a
button, and when you leave the office your
messages will be forwarded to another user
or stored in your mailbox.

If you would like a sample of an On Vacation

reply message, send e-mail to:
vacationdemo@nyro.com.

To order On Vacation or for additional
information, contact NYRO Technix as
indicated below. Prepaid and COD orders
accepted.

Technical note: This product is designed to use the .forward file. This
may not work in certain network environments. Source code is available
for an additional fee to assist customers with special needs.
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Compatible with
computers running

NEXTSTEP 3.2 or higher.
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